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Crimson is a dynamic IT recruitment agency and IT solutions consultancy 
operating across the UK. Established in 2000, we are an innovative and  
fast-growing organisation, which was demonstrated when we increased  
our turnover by 68% last year (2014/15)! 
As an accredited Microsoft Gold Partner, Crimson utilise the world’s most advanced and  
trusted technologies to help us source the best candidates and create leading technology solutions  
for our clients.

WE OPERATE ACROSS A BROAD RANGE OF SECTORS INCLUDING;

CRIMSON RECRUIT 14 

CONTRACTORS FOR 

HOUSE OF FRASER’S 

MAJOR MULTICHANNEL 

& POS PROJECTS

Crimson is also the creator of the world’s best recruitment software Mercury xRM.  We have  
produced the fastest recruitment solution in the market – helping innovative recruitment agencies  
stay ahead of the competition.

Crimson are the best IT recruiters in the retail 
sector. We always get the right, expert,  
staff for our projects at a competitive rate.
Steve Young, House of Fraser, Development Manager
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Here is Crimson’s latest salary data based on the candidates we have placed at 
leading companies around the UK in 2015 and our extensive market research.

CANDIDATE SALARY RATES

IT ROLE PERMANENT 
LOW P/A

PERMANENT 
HIGH P/A

CONTRACTOR 
LOW P/D

CONTRACTOR 
HIGH P/D

Director of IT / CIO £80K £120K £750 £1250

Head of IT £60K £90K £600 £800

Programme Manager £65K £85K £650 £750

Project Manager £40K £60K £500 £600

Business Analyst £35K £50K £425 £525

BI Developer £45K £60K £410 £490

BI Analyst £40K £55K £400 £500

.NET Developer/Senior .NET Developer £40K £60K £450 £550

Java Developer £35K £55K £425 £525

Test Manager £55K £65K £470 £570

Test Lead £40K £50K £410 £460

Test Analyst £28K £40K £325 £400

Head of Development £65K £85K £650 £750

Development Team Lead £55K £65K £550 £650

Head of Architecture / CTO £90K £120K £700 £1100

Enterprise Architect £70K £90K £650 £750

PMO Manager £55K £70K £450 £550

PMO Analysts £35K £45K £350 £400

1st to 3rd Line Support Analyst £20K £40K £150 £375

Service Desk Manager £35K £45K £350 £450

Project Support Officer £30K £40K £250 £350

Service Delivery Manager £50K £60K £400 £550

SPECIALIST MICROSOFT CANDIDATES  

Dynamics CRM Consultant £45K £80K £350 £600

Dynamics CRM Developer £35K £75K £350 £550

Dynamics CRM Test Analyst £30K £50K £200 £400

Dynamics CRM Project Manager £50K £90K £400 £600

Dynamics CRM Business Analyst £45K £80K £400 £600

With Crimson’s support, we have been better 
able to satisfy our business requirements. 
With our knowledge base documented, we  
can now evolve this as we evolve our system.
Ken Pearce, Palmer & Harvey, Director of IT

CRIMSON HARNESS 

POTENTIAL OF CRITICAL 

SYSTEMS FOR LEADING 

DISTRIBUTOR P&H.

Salary Data UK
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Here is Crimson’s latest salary data based on the candidates we have placed at 
leading companies around London in 2015 and our extensive market research.

CANDIDATE SALARY RATES

IT ROLE PERMANENT 
LOW P/A

PERMANENT 
HIGH P/A

CONTRACTOR 
LOW P/D

CONTRACTOR 
HIGH P/D

Director of IT / CIO £90K £150K £800 £1,300

Head of IT £70K £95K £650 £900

Programme Manager £60K £90K £650 £900

Project Manager £50K £80K £500 £650

Business Analyst £45K £70K £400 £550

BI Developer £55K £70K £450 £550

BI Analyst £45K £55K £425 £525

.NET Developer/Senior .NET Developer £40K £80K £500 £600

Java developer £45K £60K £450 £550

Test Manager £60K £75K £450 £650

Test Lead £45K £55K £400 £500

Test Analyst £35K £45K £350 £440

Head of Development £65K £85K £650 £800

Development Team Lead £55K £65K £550 £650

Head of Architecture / CTO £80K £140K £800 £1,250

Enterprise Architect £65K £100K £700 £900

PMO Manager £55K £75K £550 £600

PMO Analysts £40K £55K £375 £450

1st to 3rd Line Support Analyst £25K £45K £250 £450

Service Desk Manager £45K £60K £375 £475

Project Support Officer £35K £40K £275 £375

Service Delivery Manager £50K £65K £450 £600

SPECIALIST MICROSOFT CANDIDATES  

Dynamics CRM Consultant £50K £85K £550 £650

Dynamics CRM Developer £45K £85K £475 £650

Dynamics CRM Test Analyst £40K £55K £400 £500

Dynamics CRM Project Manager £55K £85K £550 £650

Dynamics CRM Business Analyst £50K £80K £500 £600

Sourcing the right candidate within 48 
hours, Crimson were hands-down the best 
recruitment company I dealt with and 
provided me with the best service.
Paul Lyon, GO Outdoors, CTO

CRIMSON DELIVER 

TIGHT DEADLINE  

FOR GO OUTDOORS.

Salary Data London
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General Permanent Market - Lou Clarke

Having experienced a sharp upturn in companies seeking 
to drive a higher ratio of permanent to contract employees 
throughout FY2015, we expect this trend to continue in 
FY2016. Areas of focus include quicker turnaround of 
candidate attraction, and promoting long term permanent 
career benefits to compete with a strong contract market.

 
General Contract Market - Gary Breeze

The shortage of Software Developers is well-documented and 
increasingly discussed. It has spawned an important national 
dialogue about economic opportunities and encouraged 
more young people, women, and underrepresented groups to 
pursue computing careers. Employers are especially keen to 
find key individuals that are skilled in programming languages 
such as Python, JavaScript, and SQL. 

There also seems to be a focus on graduates schemes and 
graduate positions within big corporate companies.  The cost 
of proven Project Managers is continuing to rise because the 
availability of their services is becoming an issue. The existing 
shortage of supply, combined with an aging workforce, and a 
growing number of projects, all add-Yeup to a serious problem 
for organisations not actively developing their talent.

 
Retail Market - Chris O’Brien

The retail industry has shown a massive increase in digital 
demand generally with multi-channel service offerings 
being hot-topics. Many retailers are investing heavily in their 
e-commerce platforms in order to maximise the potential of 
their high-transactional sites, with customer experience and 
usability generally being top priority.

Some retail companies are opting to configure or purchase OTC 
EPOS solutions to help minimise programme spend, eradicate 
inefficiencies, and ensure fully integrated solutions.  Despite 
this significant uplift in e-commerce, retail are strategically 
investing in real estate to strengthen their physical presence 
and continue to attract customer foot fall.

Insights From The  
IT Recruitment Experts

Wholesale/Logistics Market  
- Andrew Basham & Gary Wills

The logistics and wholesale sector is on the hunt for efficient 
and scalable solutions to improve the speed of orders and 
delivery.  Several of our clients have indicated potential 
investments into warehouse management.

What’s more, the falling price of oil will be a boost to transport 
providers allowing for potentially greater profit margins across 
the supply chain. 

In summary, the market is ripe for a wave of takeovers as  
the leading companies are looking to expand into new niches 
and locations.

 
Financial Services - Helen Artlett-Coe

Churn within the financial service sector means that teams 
are chronically under-resourced and good contractors and 
permanent resources are hard to hang on to. Recruitment and 
retention in 2016 is set to be harder than ever and financial 
service institutions are advised to partner with specialists who 
understand their market and the leading talent within it.  

CRM - Helen Artlett-Coe

Finding Permanent Dynamics CRM Resource has, in my 
opinion, never been harder. Most CRM professionals have 
been opting to remain as contractors, supply is seriously failing 
to meet demand which has led to rising salaries.

There is a real need to invest in young talent to develop our 
technical experts and leaders of tomorrow. Together with 
good succession planning, this will help to combat the reduced 
supply of talent. Securing good staff is key and ensuring they 
are well rewarded with both tangible remuneration and 
benefits will reduce employee turnover.

Crimson fully understood our needs and we were impressed 
by their comprehensive exploration of candidates both within 
and outside of their network. They effectively communicated 
with us throughout every stage of the recruitment process 
continually inviting feedback which was taken on  
board to provide a fluid recruitment process.
Andy Leach, Virgin Media, Senior Manager 

CRIMSON MANAGE 

IT RECRUITMENT 

CAMPAIGN FOR 

TELECOMS GIANT 

VIRGIN MEDIA.
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I had worked with Crimson before and was confident they would 
deliver on this urgent and important project for us. Their approach 
is based on real intelligence and first class service. We secured good 
people in time thanks to Crimson’s detailed approach and hard work. 
Those people are now making a valuable contribution to Arriva  
and we are continuing to work with Crimson on a number of other 
roles.  They are great to work with and their specialist, in-depth 
knowledge gives them an edge. I would recommend Crimson.
Biju Chudasama, Arriva UK Bus, IT Transformation Manager

CRIMSON GIVE 

LEADING RAIL 

OPERATOR FIRST  

CLASS TREATMENT.

Top Priorities For CIOs In 2016

BI / Analytics
According to Gartner, 
by 2017, most business 
users and analysts in 
organisations will have 
access to self-service 
tools to prepare  
data for analysis.

Cloud
Momentum will continue 
to mount around 
cloud-based enterprise 
applications in 2016,  
and though many 
security challenges 
remain, concerns are  
on the decline.

Business Digitisation
The consumer need to 
get faster, less expensive, 
and better products in 
a manner that supports 
any time, any place, any 
channel is fuelling the 
digital revolution.

Organisations are seeking 
easier-to-deploy and 
faster-ROI alternatives 
to modernising legacy 
systems, implementing new 
applications, or providing 
alternative complementary 
functionality.

1 2 3

4 5

CRM 
CRM will be at the heart 
of digital initiatives in 
coming years. This is one 
technology area that will 
definitely get funding as 
digital business is crucial  
to remaining competitive.

Infrastructure  
& Data Centre
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Major Barriers For Success 
For CIOs in 2016

The world’s largest survey of CIOs, commissioned by Gartner, revealed  
that staffing issues are by far the biggest problem standing in the way of  
CIOs achieving their strategic objectives.
It was reported that the biggest talent gaps are around information, particularly big data, analytics, and 
information management. There are also a shortage of candidates with business knowledge/acumen. 

Many CIOs have been citing skills shortages for a number of years now. It leaders must begin to nurture  
talent and see investment in skills development as a platform for long term success.

Note: Percentages represent the number of CIOs identifying an item as their main barrier to success.

1

2

3

4

Management sponsorship/ 
understanding/relationships

6

7

CRIMSON’S 
CRM STRATEGY 

BOOSTS SALES FOR 

GRAFTON GROUP.

Rank Barrier to success as CIO Percentage of CIOs

Skills/resources 22%

Funding/budgets 15%

Culture/structure of organization 12%

IT-business alignment 11%

Technology challenges (legacy, security, etc.) 9%

Capacity/willingness to change 8%

8%

Crimson were brilliant. They were very informative 
throughout the project. They understood what 
we needed as a business, developed a technology 
strategy, and drove the implementation process.

Kelly Boughton, Grafton Group, Regional Sales Manager


